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The chaotically moving objects dense clusters digital twin is being developed by students from NUST MISIS, ITMO and MIPT to navigate robots. It is going to be a web service using graph neural networks ...
Neural network to study crowd physics for training urban robots
The Milky Way is 13 billion years old. Some of our galaxy's oldest stars were born near the beginning of the Universe itself. During all these eons of time, we know at least one technological ...
Simulations Reveal The Most Likely Place For a Galactic Civilization in The Milky Way
FlyOver Las Vegas will offer visitors the experience of soaring over some of the most well-known tourist destinations in the West.
FlyOver experience to open on Las Vegas Strip this fall
The VMS offers an unequaled range of motion, moving as much as 60 feet vertically and 40 feet horizontally. This is key to high-fidelity simulation, and along with other sensory cues, makes the VMS ...
VMS -- Vertical Motion Simulator
Robots have a hard time improvising, and encountering an unusual surface or obstacle usually means an abrupt stop or hard fall. But researchers have created a new model for robotic locomotion that ...
Stumble-proof robot adapts to challenging terrain in real time
The most controversial 3D Zelda is remastered for the Nintendo Switch, with a new control system that doesn’t use motion controls.
The Legend Of Zelda: Skyward Sword HD review – Link’s most underrated adventure
A new simulation has looked at how quickly a moderately advanced alien civilization would take to spread itself across a galaxy and the answer is not long at all, at least in relative cosmic terms.
Moderately Advanced Aliens Could Easily Take Over A Milky Way-Like Galaxy, Simulations Show
In the field of robotics, the computational process of moving a robot from one place to another in the optimal manner without collisions is called motion planning ... to deploy and adapt to changes ...
The new wave of robotic automation
Applications of machine learning and other forms of artificial intelligence have been recognized in robotics and analytics. Now the technology is adding some spice to basic control applications.
When Artificial Intelligence Comes to Control
An international group of astronomers has created images with never-before-seen detail of a galaxy cluster with a black hole at its center, traveling at high speed along an intergalactic ‘road of ...
Winner Takes All: Galaxies Headed for Collision on Intergalactic “Road of Matter”
Hitachi ABB Power Systems Vice President Daniel Simounet talks about where opportunities might already exist to electrify freight rail — provided that the railroads, government and utilities are ...
Freight rail electrification can exist in North America — the question is where
Asegun Henry, associate professor of mechanical engineering at MIT, has a bold idea to save the world. He believes the key to reducing carbon emissions, and mitigating further climate change, lies in ...
Asegun Henry has a big idea for tackling climate change: Store up the sun
The Xiaomi Mi 11 Lite 5G camera performs admirably compared with other phones in its category, particularly in zoom and video.
Xiaomi Mi 11 Lite 5G Camera review: Near the top of its class
The Oppo Find X3 Neo camera produces accurately exposed photos, with wide dynamic range, and does particularly well in zoom for its category.
Oppo Find X3 Neo Camera review: Good in zoom for its segment
When a student completes one stage, they must pass a stage check before moving on to the next ... About CRAFT Flight Training & Simulation Whether you plan to help fill the commercial airline pilot ...
Charleston's CRAFT Flight Training Granted Provisional Part 141 Training Approval by FAA
For those who are interested in racing but don’t want to go out and buy an expensive sports car, a simulation ... has dual-motion feedback and clamps to keep the wheel from moving around when ...
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